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This is a guide to help anyone who makes cold calls for Real Estate Wholesaling.



REAL ESTATE WHOLESALING COLD CALL SCRIPT AND

REBUTTALS WRITTEN BY,Frank (The Tank) CooperINTRO TO REAL ESTATE

WHOLESALING Real Estate Wholesaling is a legal way to purchase and sell property in the

U.S.A. without having a realtor license. Also the seller does not have to pay any fees, closing

cost, or realtor commissions. The methods change but the end result is the same. You find

someone who is willing to sell their home, you negotiate a price and get the seller to sign a

purchase agreement or an LOI. The price you offer depends on the company you work for and

what your MAO is. Then you find the buyer and sell the purchase agreement to them for an

assignment fee. You can charge whatever you want, but the industry average is 5k - 10k per

purchase agreement. Simple as that! There is not a lot of rocket science when it comes to Real

Estate Wholesaling. You just need to come together on terms and price with the seller and

buyer. Real Estate Wholesaling has several moving parts and can be done by one person,

however if you want to grow you need to separate it into parts. Such as cold calling lead

generators, then Virtual Assistants or Acquisitions Managers to follow up and close deals, you

need boots on the ground someone to look at the properties you are looking to acquire so they

can send you videos and photos. You will also need an accountant, a real estate lawyer, title

company, escrow company, leads, dialer, ads. You need someone in all these positions. You

can do almost all of it yourself, the thing is you can get more done and put more money in your

pocket if you hire a few virtual people to do the nitty gritty for you. Cold Calling Lead

Generators responsibilities are some of the most important as you are responsible for building

the foundation and image for your company. You need to do the hardest part and cold call to

gather information. The most important thing is to generate good leads, not just every sarcastic

“Yes”, followed up with some ridiculous price for a property. For example the online ARV is

100k and the lead wants 3million for the property. Needless to say they are not serious about

selling the house. This is ok, not everyone wants to sell their property. You need to know not to

waste your time with these calls. You are looking for people who are serious about selling a

property within the next 90 days or less depending on your company's criteria. Once an

interest in selling has been confirmed, you need to write important detailed notes on these

calls only. Detailed notes on every call is an enormous waste of time and counterproductive in

a cold calling campaign. Notes must also be to the point, you do not need to be a courtroom

stenographer. Sometimes as a cold caller you will get people who say they are looking to buy,

at that point if your company is open to collecting active buyers then you generate that lead.

You need a few things to determine if they are an active buyer and what kind of properties they

buy. You need types of real estate, price range they buy, best email, area they buy in,

secondary number, and name of company if any. With this checklist complete you can now

disposition as a buyer lead. Once you have dispositioned the call correctly, it is now up to the

Virtual Assistants or Acquisitions Managers to take over the lead. This team is in charge of

generating a ballpark figure for the lead and shooting them an offer while convincing the lead

to sign the purchase agreement. The way to do the math on the offer is anywhere from 50% of

the ARV to 90% of the ARV. So let's say the ARV is 684k (684,000 x 0.50) = 342k at 50% of the

ARV. You would offer 342k if that was your starting point for negotiations. Always give your

lowest price first and ask if that's something they can wrap their minds around and wait for

their reaction. If they say anything negative or start wanting to end the call you can save it with

this ”Now I’m not saying that’s what I’m offering you right now. This is just what we have bought

others in the area for. Yours sounds to be in pretty good shape compared to the others. We



come in all cash and take care of any fees or closing costs and also you pay no commissions.

With that said, could there be some wiggle room on your end?” There are several ways to

rebuttal a lowball offer. However you do not want to defend your price, only see if they will take

the lower of 3 offers. You need to come up with at least 3 offers. I like to look at every angle. For

example if they have multiple properties I offer one midrange ballpark for everything, if that

doesn’t work I shoot one lower range ballpark for each one. Try to lock one property up at

least, never let a portfolio slip through your fingers. Collect the addresses for each property and

do your do-diligence. Always do your research on a property before offering any price. Not

everyone will accept a cash offer so if you are able to offer Owner/Seller financing sometimes

this can work as a plan B. Still this is the last resort, right after you offer your MAO. If they still

wont take your MAO it is good to ask if they are open to Owner/Seller financing.         
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